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Siddhartha

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954
The son of "psychic to the stars" Richard Ireland and author of Soul Shift traces his journey from
indifference to belief after the accidental death of his son, describing his work with respected psychic
mediums and scientists to consider the plausibility of "consciousness survival" and after-life
communication. Original.

Messages from the Masters
"You are loved beyond words. Do you yet realize this? The sun rises in your honor. The moon beams its
smile upon you each night. The earth revolves around you. You are the center of the universe, the heart
of the world. You are the love that you seek." So begins the first of 365 messages from Sanaya, a spiritteacher in the tradition of White Eagle and Silver Birch. "You are loved beyond words," she says, and
reading this collection, you will feel love beyond words, for the messages contained here carry an
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energy that is felt intuitively and intimately, coming as they do from a dimension beyond the physical
world. Those who know and love Sanaya believe that she is speaking directly to them. She is, for, as
Sanaya says, there is only One Mind. Reading Sanaya's words, you will feel as if you are being consoled
and counseled by a concerned and loving friend, connected with the essence of your true self. Love
Beyond Words will answer your most basic questions about life and give you reason for reflection. In
this collection of spiritual wisdom, Sanaya addresses universal concerns while speaking directly to your
heart.

We Consciousness
Faith, Hope & Love inspires you not only today, but also to believe in tomorrow. This collection of
poems is an easy read, meaningful, truly inspirational for all to enjoy. Each poem has its own
inspirational message. Not only will you be inspired by each individual poem and its message of
inspiration. This collection of poems gives a wonderful reminder how to live and enjoy life fully. In
the poem Obstacles the author expresses that life has its challenges, and dreams can come true. In Could
You Sing A Song For Them? the author invites you to take a closer look at autism with understanding and
awareness. In the poem As Tomorrow Comes the author expresses the message of hope, with the
understanding the challenges that we may experience today, may not be our tomorrow. And as we hold on to
hope, tomorrow can be brighter than we can ever imagine. In Morning comes a positive look in how to live
each moment, each day of one's life most blessed. In the poem Blessings we are reminded about all the
beautiful things we already have, and to know that each blessing we receive, we can then begin to see
the true meaning of living life to our fullest. And in the poem Home we are inspired with encouraging
and spiritual words in knowing God's peace and love. In our vast changing world today, there's a need
for inspiration. Faith, Hope & Love gives you all that, and much more. Hope Giving up is surrender to no
place. When all seems lost, holding on brings you one step closer to the promise. And as you believe
each day is a new day, your trials can be your triumph. Just believe that it all gets better, no matter
your circumstance, no matter what you go through. Believe what is now can change tomorrow. Believe with
Faith. And always hold on to- Hope. Author Doris Washington Featured on Showcase Newspaper December 2008
Author Takes Her Poetry & Story Across the Country www.poetdoriswashington.com This Day, A Dream, A
Promise Fulfilled By Doris Washington One's dream fulfills the hope of love and humanity for all
(Dedication to Barack Obama The President of the United States of America ) A dream has come this day,
Filled with hopes, Opportunities, To live our best life, To be all we can be, Explore all possibilities
beyond our most imagination. To discover our own uniqueness. To open our minds, To listen, To hear
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always with Love. A dream has come this day, With a leader whose voice speaks not only for self, But for
others as well. Building a foundation To Grow, To Prosper, To Achieve, Dreams we all wish for ourselves.
A dream has come this day, To fulfill the promise we can build a world Of Hope, Of Opportunity, Of
Tolerance, Of Understanding - And Love. This Day, A Dream, A Promised Fulfilled copyright (c) Doris
Washington, November 2008. All rights reserved. Note of Poem Acknowledgement from the President of the
United States Thank you for your recent note, and for sharing your thoughts with me. Your kind words
echo the messages of millions of Americans who have welcomed me and my family to the White House with an
outpouring of goodwill. On January 20th, Americans spoke with one voice, choosing hope over fear, unity
of purpose over conflict and discord. Our Nation faces serious challenges, but we will overcome them if
our imagination is joined to common purpose. Now is our time to work together, reaffirm our enduring
spirit, and choose our better history. With your help, we will renew our Nation's promise to carry forth
the great gift of

One-Liners
Unwitting Mystic: Evolution of The Message of Love is a rare journey from Washington, DC to India and
into otherworldly Divine realms in the company of God, Jesus, Buddha and a woman with no previous
interest in, or understanding of, spiritual teachings. Through intimate details of profound metaphysical
events and a miraculous recovery following a serious suicide attempt, this transcendent story goes
beyond the borders of conflict-driven human experience to offer hope in the promise that the everincreasing willingness to resurrecting one's own divinity is resurrecting a new love-driven
consciousness throughout the world.

When Things Fall Apart
A special 25th anniversary edition of the extraordinary international bestseller, including a new
Foreword by Paulo Coelho. Combining magic, mysticism, wisdom and wonder into an inspiring tale of selfdiscovery, The Alchemist has become a modern classic, selling millions of copies around the world and
transforming the lives of countless readers across generations. Paulo Coelho's masterpiece tells the
mystical story of Santiago, an Andalusian shepherd boy who yearns to travel in search of a worldly
treasure. His quest will lead him to riches far different—and far more satisfying—than he ever imagined.
Santiago's journey teaches us about the essential wisdom of listening to our hearts, of recognizing
opportunity and learning to read the omens strewn along life's path, and, most importantly, to follow
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our dreams.

Signs of Spirit
Through the Darkness is the compelling true story of evidential medium Janet Nohavec. Janet first saw
"the spirit people" at age five, but after her mother labeled Janet a demon child, she learned to
suppress what would later reveal itself as a rare gift. Follow Janet as she evolves from a scared and
powerless child to a rebellious teenager, and later to a confused and doubting Roman Catholic nun. No
longer willing to deny her God-given gifts, she leaves the convent to become an unconventional spiritual
seeker who is later identified as one of the top psychic-mediums in the country. Janet's story is as
much about her amazing evidential mediumship as it is about her ongoing struggle to find peace and to
discover her own personal power. Dramatic evidence from the other side combines with real-life drama as
Janet faces obstructionism and intolerance unheard of in this country in recent years. Aided by a reallife angel, Janet holds onto her dream and turns Through the Darkness into a triumph of the human
spirit.

The Metaphysical Magazine
"Make them go away!" This was the immediate reaction of young Mavis Pittilla when people from the spirit
world began appearing unexpectedly in her home. One of these "spirit people" delivered a message that
would ultimately save her life. Still, she wanted nothing to do with these visitors and sought help from
her local Spiritualist church. There she learned to embrace these new experiences, opening her to a
lifetime of service that has spanned continents. World-renowned and universally respected and beloved as
a medium and teacher for over fifty years, Mavis Pittilla remains modest and humble. The story of her
life reveals a multi-faceted, endearing woman who has overcome tremendous adversity, much of it caused
by her own human frailties. Droplets of God is far more than Mavis's fascinating biography. It is a
primer of the foundations of mediumship, the key philosophical teachings of Spiritualism, and of the
soul's journey of self-realization.

Where Two Worlds Meet
Humanity now stands on the threshold of an immense spiritual transformation that has been prophesied to
come at this time on Earth by almost all ancient and indigenous cultures. This unique and much-awaited
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book-- by one of the most inspired young female voices for change on the planet-- will open your heart
and your eyes to the deep mysteries of existence. Through moving personal memoir and prophetic
revelation, Little Grandmother shares teachings and visions directly given to her by her spirit guides
and Mother Earth. She shows how the key to ascending with Mother Earth into a higher state lies hidden
in our own hearts, in the remembrance of who we really are. In these pages are simple but powerful keys
to our spiritual evolution at this time, and visions of the profound changes in store for the Earth and
humanity in the coming years. Born of a deep personal relationship with Mother Earth and Spirit, the
message is a passionate call for humanity to awaken and unify our hearts as one "tribe of many colors" as the children of Mother Earth. By remembering what we once knew as human beings and by returning to
our hearts we can change our future and shift into something more beautiful than we ever imagined.Praise
for Message for the Tribe of Many Colors Little Grandmother walks with humility and integrity. Because
of this the old ones have chosen her to convey their message of such deep and profound wisdom for the
betterment of our beloved Earth Mother and all who dwell upon and within her. This book is a gift to the
world."-Makere Ruka Te Korako - a grandmother of Waitaha, Te Atiawa and Ngati Tama.I honor Kiesha 's
courage to come forward to do this work at this time, to make these teachings public. Listen with your
heart and your connection to Source for the truth for it is here in this book, and must be told. Frank
W. Wise, Buffalo Horn Cloud Peacemaker, Lakota, Cheyenne River Sioux tribe My ancestors, the Sami, would
have been proud. In this book we are reminded of something we have always known-- that all life
constitutes a whole and that we are all a part of it. This is a beautiful and wise book, emphasizing
that we are all equally valuable. Thank you from my heart. Signe Maas, Sami elder and drum and sound
healer from Norway, Iliana life coach

The Medium Next Door
Are you thinking about the state of the world?Wondering about your role in shaping the future?Would you
like some answers to often asked questions?The Chronicles of Hope will reveal answers to the neverbefore-seen plight of negativism proliferating in our world and how to reverse the downward spiral. In
order to save ourselves-Humanity and theEarth-from imminent destruction, we must reverse today's world
crisis across various levels-environmental, political, financial, social, mental, emotional, physical,
and beyond. We must do something to save our world for our children and our children's children. Hope IS
within reach!

Angel Whispers
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We are all on individual journeys in life, walking our paths in our own way while teaching each other
through our interconnectedness. Through this trajectory, we make choices that lead us to create an
outcome that we hope is a life filled with happiness. Connie Cord, who is an avid truth-seeker on a
constant spiritual quest, explores the concept that we are all directly connected to God while providing
gentle reminders that love and forgiveness are the key ingredients to living a peaceful and joy-filled
existence on Earth. While detailing her personal spiritual journey and awakening, Connie relies on
inspiration from a thirteen-episode podcast she co-created with her niece to share beautiful, profound
messages she believes are directly channeled through her connection with God. Each chapter builds on the
next, providing truth-seekers with the opportunity to create a unique spiritual philosophy going forward
that sparks an awakening within and inspires a new way of viewing life, love, and others around us.
Messages from Love shares faith-filled insight from our Heavenly Father that encourages truth-seekers to
begin an illuminating spiritual journey to create a philosophy and truth derived from the heart and
soul.

Chroncles of Hope

On Wings of Light
Pioneering work by the great modernist painter, considered by many to be the father of abstract art and
a leader in the movement to free art from traditional bonds. 12 illustrations.

Messages from Above
Do you feel yourself and the world changing at lightning speed? Messages of HOPE from “US” (United Souls
of Heaven and Earth) is an empowering and transformative collection of messages from a group of nonphysical spiritual teachers. The unique energy transmission through their words reaches you at your
cellular level, enabling you to access the “knowing” that has always been there, the intuitive,
conscious answers for your personal well-being, and for the uplifting of our world into a higher
vibrational energy. In this book you will discover: • How to access higher vibrational thoughts and
energy. • What it feels like to live in higher consciousness. • The power you have access to that
transforms chaotic energy into harmonic energy. • The knowing that you are Divine, a Magnificent Light
Being here on Earth – that is the greatest power of all! This book will enable you to rise above the
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fear, as it shows you the way!

The Priest and the Medium
Drawn from traditional Buddhist wisdom, Pema Chodrons radical and compassionate advice for what to do
when things fall apart in our lives goes against the grain of our usual habits and ex pectations.--from
back cover.

Messages of Faith, Hope, and Love
Beautiful Messages of Hope, Love, and Healing Sent from Spirits to the Loved Ones They Left Behind When
a powerful spiritual presence directed Roland Comtois to write down the messages he receives from the
other side, Roland decided to do just that and the results have been astonishing. Signs of Spirit
presents the heartwarming stories of people who have received Roland's Purple Papers and confirmed that
the messages are from their loved ones in spirit. In this book, you will read actual messages from
siblings sent through Roland to their grief-stricken brothers or sisters. You will discover stories of
hope sent to children who struggle with the loss of their parents. You will feel the immense gratitude
and relief that comes when messages reveal that loved ones in spirit are safe and at peace. In the
Purple Papers, broken relationships are repaired and emotional turmoil is released as one of the world's
most remarkable mediums delivers breathtaking messages from loved ones who passed away too soon. You
will also discover many photos of the most powerful Purple Papers, as well as messages that haven't yet
found their recipient—one of them could even be for you.

Chronicles of Hope
An account of the author's existence, observations and reflections, as a seasonal park ranger in
southeast Utah

Messages from Beyond
Ted Mahr, a gifted psychic, channeled Messages From the Masters which contains profound messages of
wisdom from the other side about our bright future and how we will manifest it! The Masters are a who's
who of the greatest minds of our time, and include Professor Albert Einstein, Michele de Nostradamus, J.
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Robert Oppenheimer, Leonardo da Vinci, U.S. President John F. Kennedy, Senator Robert F. Kennedy, Dr.
Masaru Emoto, Mahatma Gandhi, Nicolai Tesla, U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower, representatives from
the Galactic Alliance and Zorra from Hollow Earth. They suggest solutions to many current problems and
disclose information about some of our most perplexing mysteries. More importantly they suggest ways we
may assist ourselves to evolve since we humans are the ones who must do the work. Messages From the
Masters is a compelling narrative of the hidden history as told from the other side of the veil. It
factually and optimistically assesses of our current situation, how we got here and where we are going
as a species. I hope you will join us and these great Masters in co-creating this beautiful New Earth
where war and conflict are just distant memories and in the words of John Lennon, "all the world will
live as one!"

Message for the Tribe of Many Colors
Internationally renowned clairvoyant and visionary, Michele A. Livingston, has compiled valuable
information she has gleaned over 20 years. Most of these insights were received from her angelic guides,
whom she calls the "Light Beings." The spiritual knowledge herein will give you a new, enlightened
perspective about yourself and the universe.

Through the Darkness
Psychic medium B. Anne Gehman gave her first spirit readings to her teddy bears at age five. Raised in
the Mennonite tradition, she left home at age 14 to finish her schooling. A life-changing near-death
experience led Anne to develop her natural gifts, including an uncanny ability to predict future events.
She has gained international attention for her help in solving crimes, locating oil and missing persons,
healing illnesses, and connecting family members with their loved ones in spirit. She has worked with
top government agencies and officials, police departments, judges, and corporate CEOs. While remarkable
for her spiritual gifts and experiences, Anne’s life is all the more fascinating due to an unusual
twist: she is married to Wayne Knoll, Ph.D., a former Jesuit priest. A brilliant student devoted to his
faith, Wayne also left home at 14 to join a Roman Catholic seminary. Even while pursuing his life’s
dream as a professor of literature at Georgetown University, Wayne felt an emptiness that only a woman
could fill. After more than a decade of religious training, he made the wrenching decision to leave the
priesthood, not knowing if he would find the love he sought. The Priest and the Medium shares the
remarkable story of two soul mates on parallel paths with divergent beliefs, yet united in their love
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for God and each other.

Still Right Here: A True Story of Healing and Hope
This is the amazing life story of spirit medium Maureen Hancock, who discovered her psychic abilities to
see, hear, and speak with the dead when she was just five years old.

Unwitting Mystic
An inspiring and groundbreaking work that brilliantly illuminates the eternal power of love and the
unbreakable bond it creates. As a mother and former business executive, Bonnie McEneaney was always
skeptical of the spiritual world and all that it represents. When her husband, Eamon, died in the
attacks on the World Trade Center, she thought she had lost him forever. Then Bonnie began to have
experiences that convinced her that her husband, in spirit, was sending her signs—indeed messages—that
he was still present and watching over his family. After talking to other families and friends of loved
ones lost on 9/11, she realized she was not alone. In Messages, Bonnie shares the miraculous spiritual
stories of numerous others connected to the tragedy while weaving in her heartfelt personal message of
comfort and hope. For all who are searching for their own deeper connections, this extraordinary book is
indispensable proof that love and relationships can continue . . . even after death.

Faith, Hope & Love
"Finally, a story about grieving that's not depressing. This is a book filled with hope that life does
get better after the death of a loved one." A grateful reader Join former Navy Commander-turned
evidential medium Suzanne Giesemann and her husband Ty, a retired U.S. Navy Captain, on a healing
journey with three other couples, brought together by their children in the spirit world. These
inspiring parents serve as shining examples of those who have experienced the devastating loss of a
child, but whose joy in life has been restored through the awareness that their children continue to
participate actively in their lives. This book is for you if you have a child or know someone with a
child on the other side, are struggling with grief for a loved one who has passed, are seeking evidence
of life after death, and/or enjoy true stories about the triumph of the human soul. This powerful true
story of a very special voyage provides stunning evidence of how truly thin the veil that separates us
from those who have passed can be. Through indisputable accounts of connection with their children and
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the personal transformations that result, these couples' stories offer comfort and reassurance to those
seeking relief from grief and pain. You will come to know, as these parents do, that death is no more
than a doorway to life beyond, a life that continues to intersect with ours on a daily basis. Your loved
ones are not gone. They are not lost. They are still right here.

Messages of Hope
A unique spiritual journey influenced by Hinduism and Buddhism Herman Hesse's Siddhartha tells the story
of a young Brahimin's search for reality after a meeting with the Buddha. This strange and simple story
has resonated with millions of readers looking for enlightenment and a blend of Eastern mysticism and
Western psychology. This Xist Classics edition has been professionally formatted for e-readers with a
linked table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion
questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to
hear what you have to say about it.

Voices of Hope, and Other Messages from the Hills
To make the journey into the Now we will need to leave our analytical mind and its false created self,
the ego, behind. From the very first page of Eckhart Tolle's extraordinary book, we move rapidly into a
significantly higher altitude where we breathe a lighter air. We become connected to the indestructible
essence of our Being, “The eternal, ever present One Life beyond the myriad forms of life that are
subject to birth and death.” Although the journey is challenging, Eckhart Tolle uses simple language and
an easy question and answer format to guide us. A word of mouth phenomenon since its first publication,
The Power of Now is one of those rare books with the power to create an experience in readers, one that
can radically change their lives for the better.

Messages from Love
This book unveils the realm of spirits-a fascinating world of unimaginable light, where past, present,
and future exist simultaneously.

Droplets of God
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Soul Shift
Angels from above help us with our choices, end hardship, and lift our spirits Join Maudy Fowler, a
mystic with the ability to hear angelic whispers, on an inspirational journey of uplifting stories and
common-sense advice to find your life's purpose. Since she was eleven years old, Maudy has delivered
countless messages to those seeking comfort, encouragement, and hope from their deceased loved ones.
Angel Whispers shares Maudy's conversations with angels while also focusing on the seven elements by
which to live: love, honor, respect, patience, courage, forgiveness, and belief. By communicating the
angels’ messages, she calms people in crisis, reaffirms their faith in the hereafter, and encourages
them to move forward. Inside this book, you'll discover meditations and advice for achieving your
happiness in life and explore how angels stay close to those they love.

Messages
ON WINGS OF LIGHT is about love: love of self, love of life and how to enjoy the experience of being a
spiritual/human being. We are in a time of transition. An accelerated transformation process in which
more and more people are feeling divine discontent. More people are speaking of their paranormal
experiences as we make contact with angelic beings, step through dimensions of awareness and tap into
our higher consciousness. We all have the ability to access our Soul Self or Higher Self and to draw on
the wisdom of the Creator. We are all co-creators, either of fear, lack and limitation; or of abundance,
peace and joy. ON WINGS OF LIGHT is about how to create your perfect reality, your version of paradise
and then sharing your manifested dream with others. It is about unity and miracles, and how to reach up
and touch an angel. Learn how to resolve your relationship issues for the highest good of all concerned
Break agreements with the past and release outmoded concepts Learn how to create both personal and
planetary abundance

The Alchemist
When Mike and Beth Pasakarnis lost their son, Wolf, their world seemed to crumble around them. Until
meeting Mike and Beth, Suzanne Giesemann--a former "by-the-book" Navy commander--had cautiously
refrained from using the word "proof" when speaking of the eternal existence of the soul, but no longer.
The evidence Mike and Beth shared from their son provided all the proof she needed. Little did Mike,
Beth, or Suzanne know that their lives would soon become even more entangled by unexpected visits from
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Wolf's spirit. As Wolf repeatedly made his presence known, Suzanne was able to piece together Wolf's
puzzle and reveal a startling message that has profound spiritual implications for us all. Travel along
on Suzanne's incredible journey as she unravels the web of clues Wolf wove to ensure that his uplifting
message of hope and joy is understood by all mankind.

Messages from the Afterlife
When popular author Adrian Calabrese's father was in surgery for a life-threatening medical condition,
she asked for a sign that he would survive-and she immediately received one. Now she shares her secrets
for getting clear guidance from the Universe in Sacred Signs, teaching readers a simple three-step
method for receiving divine messages. Unlike other books on the subject, Sacred Signs is not a "sign
dictionary." Calabrese believes that the interpretation of a sign is as unique as the individual
receiving it. The original checklists and questionnaires throughout the book help readers focus their
desires to more effectively communicate with the Universe. Success stories throughout the book provide
inspiration and further demonstrate how to use this personal, nondenominational approach to interpreting
divine signs.

Concerning the Spiritual in Art
Infused with Monica's signature blend of empathy, authenticity, and light-hearted humor, Messages from
Above will make you laugh as much as you cry. It's for anyone who's ever struggled with unresolved
questions and feelings such as guilt or disbelief after losing a loved one. It's for people who've
wondered: What happens when we die? Do dogs go to Heaven? What are soul contracts? Can the dead watch us
have sex? Monica Ten-Kate, star of Freeform's Monica the Medium, answers your burning questions while
sharing Spirit's most profound insights to help you heal in the midst of grief. Different types of loss
are addressed, including: the death of a child, tragic accidents, terminal illness, suicide, overdose,
miscarriage, and more. Additionally, Monica weaves in uplifting channeled messages, jaw-dropping stories
of past readings, and candid anecdotes of what life's like as a twenty-five-year-old medium. You'll feel
more connected to your departed family, friends, and pets. You'll learn how to spot the signs they send
from the Other Side. More than anything, you'll be able to move forward with peace, comfort, and clarity
knowing that love never dies.

Messages from Beyond the Veil
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Are you thinking about the state of the world? Wondering about your role in shaping the future? Would
you like some answers to often asked questions? The Chronicles of Hope will reveal answers to the neverbefore-seen plight of negativism proliferating in our world and how to reverse the downward spiral. In
order to save ourselves-Humanity and the Earth-from imminent destruction, we must reverse today's world
crisis across various levels-environmental, political, financial, social, mental, emotional, physical,
and beyond. We must do something to save our world for our children and our children's children. Hope IS
within reach!

Sacred Signs
"Messages of Hope" is the page-turning story of a former skeptic--Commander Giesemann, former U.S Navy
commanding officer and aide to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff--who has evidential
communication with unseen realms.

The Power of Now
Janet Nohavec has built her reputation as a medium and as a teacher of mediumship on the respect and
integrity she gives to her work. In Where Two Worlds Meet, Janet shows you how to hone your own
mediumistic gifts by sharing her proven, systematic techniques for practicing evidential mediumship-the
most credible way to build a bridge between this world and the next. For Janet, mediumship is sacred
work that carries tremendous responsibility. In these pages she gives specific instruction in how to
change people's lives and bring comfort to those who are grieving with evidential messages from the
other side. Here you'll learn how to paint those who have crossed over back to life, and after reading
Where Two Worlds Meet, you won't settle for anything less than a masterpiece in your mediumship.

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986
Businessman Mark Ireland’s father was Richard Ireland, a deeply spiritual minister and renowned psychic
and medium who counted Mae West among his famous clients. While he loved his father, Mark followed a
more conventional path in pursuit of mainstream success—until the wrenching death of his youngest son.
This unexpected tragedy plunges Mark into the spiritual world of psychics and mediums in a frantic
attempt to communicate with the dead. His defenses and pragmatic mindset begin to fade as he remembers
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premonitions on the day of his son’s death. He consults a number of well-known mediums and is struck by
the remarkably accurate information their readings provide. Mark first meets with Allison Dubois, the
subject of NBC’s hit show Medium, and later participates in a single-blind lab experiment with medium
Laurie Campbell, filmed for a Discovery Channel feature. He then enters a new dimension of personal
paranormal experience, as his own psychic awareness begins to unfold. This dramatic story of a father’s
unbearable loss and his discovery of life after death offers hope to the bereaved and compelling
evidence that death may not be the end. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Love Beyond Words

Desert Solitaire

Wolf's Message
Ram Dass has always been a master of the one-liner. Here is the nitty-gritty by the author of Be Here
Now—more than 200 penetrating observations and pithy spiritual instructions on such topics as How It All
Is, Love and Devotion, Suffering, Aging, Planes of Consciousness, Death and Dying, Service and
Compassion, Psychedelics, Social Awareness, and Liberation. “This book is a kind of spiritual brandy, a
distillation of the lectures I’ve given over the course of the past decade or so. These quotes are the
little “aha!” moments, the cameos that have been served up out of our collective consciousness from time
to time that seem to summarize something about our human journey. I think of this book as something you
might have next to the coffeepot to pick up in the morning, or as something you might tuck into your
backpack to pull out during your bus ride to work, in order to reframe the way you look at your day.”
—Ram Dass From the Hardcover edition.

Messages of HOPE from “US” (United Souls of Heaven and Earth)
After best-selling author Dr. Wayne W. Dyer left the physical plane in 2015, psychic medium Karen Noé
began receiving very profound and specific messages from him for his family —and for the world. While
Wayne comes through to Karen singularly, he also comes through together with a group of other celestial
beings called the We Guides, which includes Saint Francis of Assisi and countless other angels and
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ascended masters. Wayne and the We Guides share 33 concepts that make up the We Consciousness —and they
all point toward your becoming an instrument of peace. In order to extend peace outside of yourself, you
must first feel peace within yourself. You must expect to see peace everywhere, and acknowledge the
infinite peace that you are. Then you must live that identity to the fullest. After understanding and
applying these ideas, you will be able to create miracles in your life and the lives of others as well.
You’ll learn how to create heaven right here on earth.
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